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Statistical Innovations Online course:
Latent Class Discrete Choice Modeling with Scale Factors

Session 2:
Putting it All Together – Scale Adjusted Latent Class (SALC) Models in Practice

Outline:
A. Individual-Level Coefficients
B. General Issues in SALC Modeling
C. Models for MaxDiff Data
D. Analyzing MaxDiff Data with Scale Factors

A. Individual-level Coefficients
The standard LC Choice model allows different part-worth parameters to be estimated for
each latent class k=1,2,…,K. At the individual respondent level, the posterior
membership probabilities associated with a given estimated model assigns respondent i to
latent class k with probability Pk.i. As such, it is possible to compute individual-specific
part-worth utilities for the ith respondent as a weighted average of the class-specific partworths, the weights for respondent i corresponding to their posterior membership
probabilities. For more details, see Equation 20 on (printed) page 58 of the LG Choice
User's Guide.
For concreteness, let us return to LG Choice Tutorial 10A, where choice data were
generated for each of K=3 latent classes, with the population part-worth utility values for
each segment shown in Table 1 (see below). These values are scale-adjusted in the sense
that they are associated with respondents having scale factor = 1.
Recall that for this application there are 2 nominal attributes, each having 3 levels, and
notice that the part-worths are effect coded, since that they sum to 0 for each attribute; the
sum of the part-worths is (1)+(0)+(-1) = 0 for LC Segment 3 for attribute 1, and
(2)+(0)+(-2) = 0 for attribute 2.
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Segment 1 Segment 2
0
Attribute 1, Level 1 (b1) -1
Attribute 1, Level 2 (b2) 0
-3
Attribute 1, Level 3 (b3) 1
3

Segment 3
1
0
-1

Attribute 2, Level 1 (b4) 2
Attribute 2, Level 2 (b5) 0
Attribute 2, Level 3 (b6) -2

2
0
-2

-1.5
0
1.5

Table 1: Scale-adjusted part-worth utilities (Scale Factor =1)
In LG Choice Tutorial 10A we estimated several models for these data, Models 1-6 being
standard (unadjusted) LC choice models (with 1-6 latent preference classes), and Models
7-12 being SALC models (with 1-6 latent preference classes). Individual-level
coefficients for any of these models could be obtained using LG Choice by checking the
box ‘Individual Coefficients’ in the ClassPred tab prior to estimating the model.
Figure 1 below shows a plot of two individual coefficients based on Model 4 (the
unadjusted 4-class model). The individual coefficients plotted are the utility pair (b1, b4),
b1 being associated with attribute 1 and b4 associated with attribute 4. Note that Figure
1 plots the coefficients only for those N=200 respondents that truly belong to
population Segment 3. The true population coefficients for these respondents are
highlighted in column 3 of Table 1.

Figure 1. For a true homogeneous population (Segment 3) with preference part-worth utilities B1=1 and B4=2,
the standard solution (“Unadjusted 4-class model”).
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Note that the model on which Figure 1 is based makes the faulty assumption that the
scale factor is identical for all respondents. The result of this faulty assumption is that
classes differ not only with respect to preferences but also scale, and use of the BIC to
results in too many classes (4 rather than 3 in this example). Thus, the resulting classes
confound differences in preference with differences in scale. For more insight see Session
1.

Exercise A1
Use SPSS to reproduce the plot shown in Figure 1.
Hint: You can re-estimate ‘Model 4’ from Tutorial 10A after using the ClassPred tab to
request that the Individual Coefficients as well as Posterior Classification information be
output to a SPSS (.sav) file. Please also include the variable 'sclss' (which contains the
true population scale class) on the .sav outfile by moving this variable to the 'keep' box in
the ClassPred tab. Be sure that you only plot the respondents for which the true
population segment is 3.
In case you don’t have access to SPSS you can use the Model4out.xls to produce the plot.
Question A1.1: Which of the classes (the ones plotted in red, green and/or black) are
correctly classified?
Question A1.2: Would you say that these respondents who are correctly classified
tend to be more or less consistent in their responses than the respondents who are
misclassified?
Hint: You can use the variable 'sclss' to check your answer.
Question A1.3: How many of the 200 respondents that truly belong to segment 3 are
misclassified?
Hint: Use the file you created during this exercise.
Question A1.4: In Figure 1, why do many green points appear at (b1,b2) = (.87, 1.56)
rather than at the true population value (b1,b2) = (1,2)?
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In LG Choice Tutorial 10A we generated data based on a 3-class/2-sClass model. That
is, the population consisted of 3 segments of respondents with different preferences, each
of which included respondents that were more or less consistent in their choices (i.e., in 1
of 2 scale classes).
In LG Choice Tutorial 11A we again consider the case of a population consisting of 3
classes, but now we will assume that the scale factor is continuous -- that is, instead of
there being only 2 different scale factors, we assume that every individual respondent has
their own unique scale factor. Specifically, we assume that the log-scale factor is
normally distributed with mean 0 in the population. Figure 4 of LG Choice Tutorial 11A
shows that the true log-scale factor for the first respondent is -.55 ('norm' = -.55),
meaning that this respondent is somewhat less consistent in their responses than the
average respondent.

Reading Material
Assigned Reading Material 1: LG Choice Tutorial 11A.

Exercise A2
Figure 2 below plots individual coefficient estimates of b1 and b4 obtained from the
standard (unadjusted) 4-class choice model from LG Choice Tutorial 11A for the N=200
respondents who belong to true preference class Segment 3. As shown in Table 1 on page
2 of the tutorial, these data were simulated such that the true coefficients for Segment 3
are b1=1 and b4=2 and these coefficients are based on the assumption that a respondent
has a scale factor of 1.
Note that the model on which Figure 2 is based makes the faulty assumption that the
scale factor is identical for all respondents. The result of this faulty assumption is that
classes differ not only with respect to preferences but also scale, and use of the BIC to
results in too many classes (4 rather than 3). Thus, the resulting classes confound
differences in preference with differences in scale. For more insight see Session 1.
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Unadjusted:
125 misclassified cases
are identified by • and ∆

Figure 2. For a true homogeneous population (Segment 3) with preference part-worth utilities B1=1 and B4=2,
the standard (“Unadjusted 4-class”).

Question A2.1: From the patterns shown in Figure 2, what can you say about the
relative scale factors for respondents classified into classes 1, 3 and 4?
Question A2.2: What can you conclude about the consequences of ignoring scale
factors when these are present in the population?
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B. General Issues in SALC Modeling
“Essentially, all models are wrong, but some are useful”
George Box
While it is widely accepted in choice modeling that standard choice models that account
for heterogeneity confound preference and scale heterogeneity, there is no agreement as
to how to model scale in such models. For example, Hess and Rose (2012) criticize the
G-MNL approach:
“ this paper argues that attempts in the literature to disentangle scale heterogeneity from
heterogeneity in individual coefficients in discrete choice models are misguided”
showing how such scale heterogeneity in such models can be interpreted as preference
heterogeneity using an alternative model specification. We agree that you never can be
sure whether the heterogeneity that a model captures is heterogeneity in scale or
heterogeneity in preference.
Our approach differs from G-MNL in that our scale classes are highly structured,
meaning that our assumption that they pick up primarily scale difference is quite likely to
hold in practice. For example, Figure 2 shows that respondents denoted by the black
symbol (class 4) differ from those denoted by the green symbol (class 3) only in scale,
the former showing up as being further out on a straight line.
Now that we have gained some experience estimating some SALC models, in this section
we will summarize ways that SALC models can differ. All SALC models relax the
assumption that the scale factor is homogeneous (i.e., constant for all respondents).
However, some SALC models may account for observed scale heterogeneity by
including observed predictors in the log-scale model. Other SALC models account for
unobserved (latent) scale heterogeneity by including discrete or continuous latent
variables in the log-scale model, and hybrid SALC models account for both observed and
unobserved (latent) scale heterogeneity.
1) Observed Scale Heterogeneity. This occurs when a respondent’s scale factor can
be expressed as a function of one or more observed predictor variables. For
example, with the TV data example in Session 1 the log-scale factor was
expressed as a linear function of the observed completion time variable 'TimeR'.
2) Latent Discrete Scale Heterogeneity. When respondents’ scale factors differ in
unknown ways, the log-scale factor can be modeled using a nominal latent
variable with two or more ‘scale classes’ (sClasses) using the LG Choice pointand-click interface. This type of model accounts for latent discrete scale
heterogeneity, and was illustrated in Session 1 on pages 1-18 (through Fig. 21) of
LG Choice Tutorial 10A with data simulated from a population consisting of two
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latent scale classes – one sClass responding more consistently than the other
across the choice sets.
3) Latent Continuous Scale Heterogeneity. While SALC models accounting for
latent heterogeneity using a discrete latent variable assume that the population
contains only a small number of scale factors (one for each latent scale class),
SALC models may instead account for latent scale heterogeneity using a
continuous latent variable, which assumes that each population respondent has
their own unique scale factor. This type of model was illustrated on pages 18 - 19
of LG Choice Tutorial 10A.
4) Both Latent and Observed Scale Heterogeneity. The general log-scale model
can contain both a latent variable (e.g., sClasses) and observed variables as
predictors. This type of SALC model can be estimated with the point-and click
interface of LG Choice 5.0 (see Session 1). In addition, more general SALC
models can be estimated with the Syntax version of the program (see Session 1).
For SALC models that account for latent scale heterogeneity, the latent variable used
to model scale heterogeneity can be assumed to be independent of the latent
preference classes (the default in LG Choice) or be related to the latent preference
classes. In addition, scale factors associated with each sClass can be allowed to differ
for the preference classes. The independence form of the class/sClass relationship is
specified automatically by the point-and-click interface, while the more general
model forms require the Syntax version of LG Choice. LG Choice Tutorial 10A
illustrated how to estimate these kinds of SALC model forms:
a. Independence between Latent Scale Factor and Preference Classes.
Pages 1-17 of LG Choice Tutorial 10A showed how to estimate a SALC
model where the two scale classes were independent of the three latent
preference classes (segments). Independence here means that each
segment has the same percentage of respondents who belong to the more
consistent (less consistent) scale class.
b. Association between Latent Scale Factor and Latent Preference
Classes. Pages 17-18 of LG Choice Tutorial 10A show how to relax the
independence assumption to allow some segments to have a higher (or
lower) percentage of respondents belonging to the more consistent sClass.
c. Differential Scale Effects for Latent Preference Classes. Pages 17-18 of
LG Choice Tutorial 10A also shows how to use to update the scale model
equation to allow the scale factor associated with a given sClass to differ
for each latent preference class.
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Exercise B1
Using the TV data example from Session 1, modify the SALC models estimated earlier in
Session 1 Exercise B1 so that they include scale classes. To do this, you can proceed as
follows:
Re-open ‘TV_4cl.lgf’ and re-estimate the three saved models:
1) ‘4-cl w/o cov’: This is a traditional 4-class choice model without any active covariates.
2) ‘4-cl w TimeR_ cov’: This is the 4-class choice model with the active covariate
'TimeR'.
3) ‘4-cl w TimeR_ scale_pred’: This is the same model as the traditional choice model
in 1), except that a scale model is also estimated with ‘TimeR’ included as a numeric
predictor.
Now double click on the SALC Model ‘4-cl w TimeR_ scale_pred’ to re-open the
Variables tab, click on ‘Advanced’ to open the Advanced tab, and set sClasses to ‘2’ in
the section labeled ‘Scale Classes’.
Since we formulated this hybrid SALC model by modifying a previously saved model,
the best seed for estimating that model was saved. Before estimating this model we need
to restore the default settings to avoid getting a local solution. To do this, click on
‘Technical’ to open the Technical tab and in the Start Values section change the Seed to
'0' and change the Random Sets from ‘0’ to ‘16’ to allow multiple starting values.
Following these changes, the Technical tab should look like this:
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Now estimate this model.
Question B1.1: Which of the 4 estimated models fits best?
Question B1.2 For the newly estimated SALC model:
a) Which of the 2 sClasses is associated with the higher scale factor?
b) What is the p-value associated with the effect of the sClasses in the scale
model?
c) Which of the 2 sClasses is larger?
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Exercise B2

Perform the following:
To generate the syntax for the new SALC model estimated in Exercise B1:
 Right-click on the new SALC model
 Select ‘Generate Syntax’ from the menu
Now, modify this model to allow the effect of ‘TimeR’ in the scale model to depend on
class:
 Scroll down to the 'Equations section' of this model and replace the line

Choice <<- TimeR + (-) sClass ;
with

Choice <<- (s) TimeR |class + (-) sClass;
That is, insert ‘(s)’ to name the scale model effect parameters ‘s’, and add the conditional
operator ‘|class’ to allow separate estimates for each class.
Finally, we will again make the random responder class the reference class for the scale
factors:
 At the bottom of the syntax file, add the line ‘s[4,1]=0;’ to set the scale effect for
the random responder class 4 to 0.
 Estimate this new model.
Compare the BIC of this model to the others.
Question B2.1: Does this updated model improve the fit to the data?
Question B2.2: Which scale model effect is more important – the ‘TimeR | class’
effect or the ‘sClass’ effect?
Hint: Examine the parameters output to see which is more significant.
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C. Analyzing MaxDiff Data
Rather than just obtaining one choice (the most preferred) for each choice set, so-called
“MaxDiff” designs elicit two choices for each set -- the worst (least preferred) as well as
best (most preferred) options. MaxDiff data are thus a kind of ‘partial ranking’ data,
which fall short of eliciting a complete ranking of all the alternatives posed in a choice set
but provide more information than choosing the most preferred option only. By eliciting
both the best and worst, MaxDiff data are considered the “gold standard” for estimating
preference in an efficient manner.

Reading Material
Assigned Reading Material 2:
Pages 1-10 of LG Choice Tutorial 8A.

Exercise C1
Open ‘SydneyTransport (3-file).lgf’ and estimate the second model (the 8-class model)
and answer the following questions based on the obtained output.
Question C1.1: From the 8-class model, which classes have “Improved Peak Rail
Capacity’ as their highest priority?
Question C1.2: What percentage of the respondents are predicted by this model to
have “Improved Peak Rail Capacity’ as their highest priority?
Many users familiar with MaxDiff designs and MaxDiff data may be surprised to learn
that there are different models that have been proposed to analyze this type of data.
Models used primarily by marketing researchers and economists assume one of two
different behavioral processes for analyzing this type of data. Within each process there
are also two alternative specifications, giving FOUR primary models (1a, 1b, 2a, and 2b)
for analyzing MaxDiff data:
1. THE SEQUENTIAL BEST/WORST MODELS. Under this process it is usually
assumed that respondents (a) initially choose their Best option from the available K
alternatives and then choose their Worst option from the remaining K-1 alternatives.
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Alternatively, respondents may (b) initially choose their Worst option followed by
their Best option. These alternative specifications – BestWorst (BW) and WorstBest
(WB) -- may yield different predictions and needs segments; Since the option selected
best (worst) is sequentially removed from the choice set, the possibility of selecting
the same alternative as both Best and Worst is excluded.
2. THE MAXDIFF MODELS. Unlike the sequential approach, the MaxDiff model is
symmetric in that the utilities do not depend upon the order of selection. Two
versions of the MaxDiff model are most frequently used: (a) the MaxDiff QuasiIndependence (MD-QI) model assumes that a respondent evaluates all possible (Best,
Worst) pairs of options within the displayed set and chooses that pair that reflects the
maximum difference in preference or importance. This model explicitly excludes the
possibility that an option is selected as both Best and Worst.
(b) The MaxDiff Independence (MD-I) model assumes best and worst options are
evaluated independently (not simultaneously) and “relaxes the constraint that the
most and least preferred options have to be different” (Bacon, et. al., 2007).
In this Session we focused on the Sequential Best/Worst model (“BestWorst”) where
respondents are assumed to first select the Best and then select the Worst option from the
remaining options. This model was implemented in earlier versions of LG Choice (along
with the “WorstBest”), but Version 5.0 simplifies the setup of this model using the new
‘BestWorst’ scale type. In Session 3 of this course, we will show how to estimate the
MaxDiff Models, which has been newly implemented in version 5.0 of LG Choice, as
part of the syntax module.
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D. Analyzing MaxDiff Data with Scale Factors
The BestWorst models can also be estimated with scale factors. This is described on
pages 11-16 of LG Choice Tutorial 8A.

Reading Material

Assigned Reading Material 2:
Pages 11-16 of LG Choice Tutorial 8A. Analyzing MaxDiff Data with Scale Factors:
Applications of Latent GOLD Choice 5.0.

Exercise D1
We continue with the example from Exercise C1.
Estimate the third model from the example ('8-class+scale_worst') to allow separate scale
factors for the best and worst choices.
Question D1.1: Does this model improve model fit compared to the 8-class model
without the scale factors?
Question D1.2: Is the Worst response associated with a higher or lower scale factor
than Best response?
Now also estimate the fourth model that also includes the main effects for two scale
classes.
Question D1.3: Does including these scale classes improve the fit of the model?
Question D1.4: Is the Worst response associated with a higher or lower scale factor
than Best response?
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Question D1.5: Which scale model effect is more important – the ‘Worst’ effect or
the ‘sClass’ effect?
Based on the output from the model summary tab, the hit rate of a model can be
computed in two ways:
1) Compute 1 minus the prediction error
2) Divide the sum of the off the diagonals of the prediction table by the overall total
Question D1.6: Does including scale effects improve the hit rate of the Best and
Worst response?
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